SALEM COUNTY IMPROVEMENT AUTHORITY

RESOLUTION 2019-35

April 11, 2019

RESOLUTION OF THE SALEM COUNTY IMPROVEMENT AUTHORITY
APPROVING AN EXTENSION OF THE CONTRACT BETWEEN
THE SALEM COUNTY IMPROVEMENT AUTHORITY ("SCIA") AND
ALS GROUP USA, CORP.

WHEREAS, SCIA and ALS Group USA, Corp. entered into a contract on May 10, 2018, for water and wastewater field sampling and analytical laboratory services in support of compliance requirements; and

WHEREAS, SCIA desires to extend the contract for a period of one year; and

WHEREAS, the contract in effect between the parties provides SCIA an option to extend the contract for a term of one year; and

WHEREAS, the services by ALS Group USA, Corp. are being performed in an effective and efficient manner; and

WHEREAS, the terms of the extended contract shall remain the same as those in the original contract; and

WHEREAS, the extension of a contract for the services provided by this contract is permitted by N.J.S.A. 40A:11-15;

NOW THEREFORE BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED that the Salem County Improvement Authority approves the exercise of the option to extend the contract with ALS Group USA, Corp. for a period of one year.

ATTEST:

Barry Davis, Secretary

Cordy Taylor, Chairman

CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify the above to be a true copy of a resolution adopted by the Salem County Improvement Authority Board at their regular meeting held April 11, 2019.

Barry Davis, Secretary